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Drugs of abuse have profound effects on
neural circuits that control emotional and
motivational states. Most abused drugs
promote dopaminergic signaling in path-
ways that originate in the ventral tegmental
area (VTA), and these effects contribute to
drug reward and reinforcement. As the ini-
tial positive effects of abused drugs dissipate,
they are often followed by delayed negative
effects, including states of anxiety and aver-
sion associated with drug withdrawal. Clas-
sic “opponent process” theory suggests
these delayed negative effects are a homeo-
static response aimed at returning emo-
tional state to equilibrium (Solomon and
Corbit, 1974). The desire to alleviate these
negative effects may motivate further drug
use, leading to compulsive patterns of drug
abuse associated with addiction (Koob and
Le Moal, 2008).

Opponent process theory has had a
major influence on the way we think
about drug addiction, but underlying
neurobiological mechanisms have proven
surprisingly difficult to identify. Activation
of VTA dopamine projections is sufficient
to cause some emotional consequences of
withdrawal (Radke et al., 2011), but the neu-
ral circuits engaged by dopamine that medi-

ate the opponent process remain poorly
characterized. One potential candidate is
the lateral habenula (LHb), which exerts
indirect inhibitory control over VTA dopa-
mine neurons through a GABAergic re-
lay in the rostromedial tegmental nucleus
(RMTg) (Barrot et al., 2012). This habe-
nulomesencephalic circuit contributes to
the generation of aversive behavioral
states (Lammel et al., 2012), and a recent
report in The Journal of Neuroscience
(Jhou et al., 2013) shows cocaine affects
this circuit in a manner consistent with
opponent process theory.

Jhou and colleagues (2013) used an
impressive array of electrophysiological,
anatomical, behavioral, and optogenetic
methods to study how cocaine influences
the activity of neurons in LHb and RMTg.
They first determined how LHb neurons re-
spond to cocaine and dopamine, using both
in vivo single-unit recordings in awake be-
having rats and ex vivo whole-cell recordings
in acute brain slices. Approximately half of
LHb neurons were inhibited in the presence
of cocaine or dopamine (Fig. 1A), showing
reduced spiking and inhibitory outward
currents, but a subset of these neurons sub-
sequently exhibited “rebound” activation
many minutes later (Fig. 1B). This biphasic
temporal pattern of LHb neural activity
mirrors the time course of cocaine’s behav-
ioral effects in a place-conditioning assay
(i.e., initial reward followed by delayed aver-
sion), which have been previously reported
(Ettenberg, 2004) and were replicated by
Jhou et al. (2013).

To further examine the role of habenu-
lomesencephalic circuits in the opponent
process actions of cocaine, Jhou et al. (2013)
used a second behavioral assay in which
rats receive an intravenous infusion of
cocaine after running down a long alley.
In this runway self-administration task,
rats take longer and longer to reach the
end of the alley over repeated daily trials,
and become more likely to reverse direction
and run away before receiving cocaine. This
pattern of behavior is thought to emerge be-
cause the aversive effects of cocaine encour-
age avoidance responses (Ettenberg, 2004).
Jhou et al. (2013) suggest that these avoid-
ance responses depend on habenulomesen-
cephalic circuitry, because rats run the alley
more quickly and directly to receive cocaine
following lesions of either the RMTg itself or
the axonal projections from LHb to RMTg.
Jhou et al. (2013) also shut down RMTg ac-
tivity at different time points after cocaine
infusion by injecting viruses expressing ar-
chaerhodopsin, a light-activated proton
pump that hyperpolarizes neurons. Opto-
genetic inhibition of the RMTg effectively
prevented avoidance responses in the run-
way self-administration task, but only when
applied 15–25 min after cocaine infusion,
the time at which some LHb neurons ex-
hibit rebound excitation and cocaine be-
comes aversive (Fig. 1B). In contrast,
optogenetic inhibition of the RMTg had no
effect on avoidance responses in the runway
self-administration task when applied for 10
min immediately after cocaine infusion.

A notable aspect of the data reported
by Jhou et al. (2013) is the heterogeneity
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of responses recorded in LHb neurons. Of
the subpopulation (�50%) that was ini-
tially inhibited by cocaine or dopamine ap-
plication, only a subset (�30–40%) of LHb
neurons exhibited a biphasic response with
subsequent rebound activation. One plausi-
ble explanation for this heterogeneity is that
LHb neurons projecting to different down-
stream targets are regulated by cocaine in a
pathway-specific fashion (Maroteaux and
Mameli, 2012). Jhou et al. (2013) investi-
gated this possibility using retrograde trac-
ers (cholera-toxin B and Neuro-DiI) to
identify and differentiate LHb neurons that
project either to the RMTg or directly to the
VTA. Using c-Fos immunohistochemistry
as an index of neuronal activation, they
found that cocaine only activated LHb neu-
rons that projected to the RMTg. To deter-
mine whether this population of LHb
neurons exhibits a biphasic pattern of activ-
ity after cocaine exposure, Jhou et al. (2013)
injected a retrograde tracer into the RMTg,
thus labeling LHb neurons that project to
this site and permitting targeted recordings
in brain slices from this specific population
of cells. Surprisingly, of eight neurons la-
beled and recorded in this fashion, only two
(25%) exhibited rebound activation follow-
ing dopamine application. Thus, projection
to the RMTg does not appear to be the pri-
mary factor dictating whether LHb neurons
exhibit a biphasic response to cocaine, as
heterogeneous responses are observed even
within this anatomically defined population
of neurons.

Though only a subset of LHb neurons
projecting to RMTg exhibit biphasic re-
sponses to cocaine, this subpopulation
may be particularly important for mediat-
ing the delayed aversive effects of cocaine,
as indicated by the behavioral and immu-
nohistochemical data presented by Jhou
et al. (2013). However, these data encour-
age further consideration of the potential
function of LHb neurons sending axons to
areas other than RMTg, which may also
exhibit biphasic responses to cocaine. Al-
though the direct projection from LHb to
VTA is not affected by cocaine (Maro-
teaux and Mameli, 2012; Jhou et al.,
2013), LHb neurons also project to a vari-
ety of other targets (Araki et al., 1988),
including the dorsal and medial raphe
nuclei and the laterodorsal tegmentum
(LDT). The LDT is a particularly interesting
target given its projection to the VTA, which
mediates rewarding behavioral states (Lam-
mel et al., 2012) as well as behavioral re-
sponses to psychostimulant drugs (Nelson
et al., 2007). The effects of cocaine on these
other LHb output pathways will be an inter-
esting topic for future research (Fig. 1), and

may further explain the heterogeneity of
LHb responses to cocaine reported by Jhou
et al. (2013).

It will also be important to more
clearly define the specific populations of
dopamine neurons that project to LHb
(Fig. 1). The midbrain dopamine system
contains distinct subpopulations of dopa-
mine neurons with different anatomical
and physiological properties, defined by
their synaptic inputs and axonal projec-
tion targets (Lammel et al., 2012). Dopa-
mine neurons that project to LHb are
located in the anterior VTA (Gruber et al.,
2007), but their electrophysiological
properties have not been characterized, and
the behavioral consequence of manipulat-
ing these mesohabenular dopamine neu-
rons remains to be determined. It is also
worth noting that �50% of the VTA neu-
rons that project to LHb do not express ty-
rosine hydroxylase, a canonical marker for
dopaminergic neurons (Gruber et al.,
2007). The potential function of nondo-
paminergic mesohabenular projections
should be addressed in future research.

Another direction for future research
involves characterization of nonhabenu-
lar inputs to the RMTg and VTA that may
also contribute to the opponent process
action of cocaine and other drugs (Fig. 1).
For example, the RMTg and VTA receive
projections from portions of the extended
amygdala, including the amygdala itself,
the nucleus accumbens shell, and the bed
nucleus of the stria terminalis (Jhou et al.,
2009; Barrot et al., 2012). Extended
amygdala circuits contribute to a variety
of aversive behavioral states and play a
central role in the negative emotional con-

sequences of drug withdrawal (Koob and
Le Moal, 2008). Importantly, dopamine is
released in the extended amygdala after
exposure to a variety of abused drugs
(Carboni et al., 2000), providing a mecha-
nism for engaging these structures in the op-
ponent process. Thus, extended amygdala
projections to the midbrain may function in
a parallel and complementary fashion to the
habenulomesencephalic circuit described
by Jhou et al. (2013).

A particularly intriguing implication
of this research is that habenulomesen-
cephalic circuitry may contribute to op-
ponent process actions of multiple classes
of abused drugs. The activity of neurons
in the RMTg and their inhibitory synapses
on dopamine neurons are negatively reg-
ulated by opioids and cannabinoids (Bar-
rot et al., 2012). While rebound activation
of RMTg neurons has not been reported
to occur following acute exposure to these
drugs, repeated drug exposure may cause
functional changes in habenulomesen-
cephalic circuitry (Maroteaux and Mameli,
2012), perhaps contributing to the increas-
ing strength of the opponent process that
develops over the course of chronic drug use
(Solomon and Corbit, 1974; Koob and Le
Moal, 2008). Because opponent process
mechanisms are thought to play a general
role in addiction to many different kinds of
drugs, it is tantalizing to speculate the habe-
nulomesencephalic circuit may represent a
central conduit for triggering compulsive
patterns of drug abuse.
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Figure 1. Proposed model for the acute rewarding and delayed aversive effects of cocaine through drug actions on habenu-
lomesencephalic circuitry. Green circles indicate brain areas with increased neuronal activity; red circles correspond to decreased
neuronal activity. A, Immediately after cocaine infusion, inhibition of a subset of neurons in the LHb and RMTg results in disinhi-
bition of VTA dopamine neurons projecting to nucleus accumbens (NAc), generating a rewarding behavioral state. B, Fifteen
minutes after cocaine infusion, rebound activation of a subpopulation of LHb and RMTg neurons causes inhibition of dopamine
neurons projecting to NAc, generating an aversive behavioral state. Insets in A and B show firing rate of LHb neurons. Question
marks indicate several avenues for future research: characterizing the neurons that project from VTA to LHb, examining LHb
projections to areas other than RMTg, and identifying nonhabenular inputs to VTA and RMTg (such as those from the extended
amygdala).
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